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WikiProject Songs vteThese article is in the realm of WikiProject Songs, a joint effort to improve coverage of songs on Wikipedia. If you want to participate, visit the project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of open tasks. SongsWikipedia:WikiProject
SongsTemplate:WikiProject Songssong Articles C This article was rated C-Class on the quality scale. This article has not yet been tested against the criteria for B-Class Mode: Reference and Citation: Untested Coverage and Accuracy: Unchecked Structure: Unchecked Grammar and Style:
Unchecked Supporting Materials: Unchecked Accessibility: Unchecked to fill out this list, please add the following code to the template call: | b1 &lt;!--Referencing &amp; citations--&gt; = &lt;yes o=&gt;| b2 = | &lt;!--Coverage &amp; accuracy --&gt; &lt;yes o=&gt;b3 = | &lt;!--Structure --&gt;
&lt;yes o=&gt;b4 = | &lt;!--Grammar &amp; style --&gt; &lt;yes o=&gt;b5 = | &lt;!--Supporting materials --&gt; &lt;yes o=&gt;b6 = Evaluate the article against all &lt;!--Accessibility --&gt; &lt;yes o=&gt;Criterion. A fact from C Is For Cookie appeared on wikipedia's main page if you knew? March
31, 2005. The text of the entry was as follows: Did you know... That C is for Cookie is a song by Joe Raffoso, first performed on Sesame Street by Cookie Monster on March 28, 1972? You can see a record of the wikipedia entry:Latest Additions/2005/March. I've heard a lot of students
singing this song in the halls while the finals are going on. — Before an unsigned comment added by 128.255.187.32 (call) 06:09, 2 May 2008 (UTC) relevance? Mysterious Al Willstro (Speak) 08:53, 5 November 2011 (UTC) all fail. Inedible and Polish (talk) 21:04, 30 October 2015 (UTC)
Wav Can anyone find a WAV or MP3 file can we link? Red Racer 23:34, 29 March 2005 (UTC) Even if possible, the song is likely copyrighted. - Ambiguous| Rampage 02:38, March 31, 2005 (UTC) Did I think it was the Public Broadcasting Service? Is their stuff copyrighted? Red Racer
02:58, 31 Mar 2005 (UTC) Everything is copyrighted. TorenC 23:26, 17 February 2006 (UTC) I do not. Boomshanka 07:55, 19 October 2007 (UTC) You are out now. Peterhoneyman (speak) 00:05, 4 July 2011 (UTC) words - C is for Cookie and can be considered as a test case in a
convincing speech, emphasizing the emotional aspect of public speaking. Cookie Monster builds excitement by answering his opening rhetorical question, now what starts with the letter C? With the obvious answer, Cookie starts with C! Then he challenges the audience, let's think about
other things that start with C, before quickly replying, oh, who cares about the other stuff? Casually eliminates a wide range of other options as irrelevant. Therefore, after Trophies allegedly arrived for the purpose of covering the letter C in its entirety, Cookie Monster has already focused its
agenda solely on cookies, using the classic bait and branding practice. - Several times in his presentation, Cookie Monster highlights what looks like &lt;/yes&gt; &lt;/yes&gt; &lt;/yes&gt; &lt;/yes&gt; &lt;/yes&gt; &lt;/yes&gt;A thesis of his words: C is for a cookie, it's good enough for me! The
appealing rhythm of this slogan seems destined for listeners, swinging their emotions and making them instinctively want to sing along with it. After enthusing the audience, Cookie Monster systematically assumes the logical strawberry of its pro-cookie ideology, and compares cookies to
round doughnuts with one bite of them to the moon during its crescenation phase, essentially through a straw man's argument that suggests that opponents will trust the supremacy of these competitors over cookies. In this sense, Cookie Monster may offer a false dichotomy representing
cookies as the only choice for a set of clearly inferior alternatives. - But before the audience has a chance to catch on, Cookie Monster launches into another round of repetitive chants, C is for a cookie, that's good enough for me, yes! Like young kids singing together. Here, Cookie Monster
uses a propaganda technique remarkably similar to that employed at George Orwell's Animal Farm by the pig Napoleon, who trained the farm sheep to beep, four good legs, two bad legs on his mark. - Cookie monster then adds visual stimulation to his bush by chewing into a large cookie,
summing up his words with um-um and other chewing sounds. yes, original research. You made it up. George Orwell? I won't take it off again, but I hope to God someone will. - Ambiguous| Rampage 03:11, March 31, 2005 (UTC) Well, it was fun while it lasted. Red Racer 03:30, 31 March
2005 (UTC) See also I agree that while the thesis on a compelling nave is interesting, it doesn't really fit here. Also, I'm an exception to the demagoguery link — Cookie Monster is not interested in power-breaking, just cookies, and if it manages to convince the rest of the world that cookies
are the best thing going, there will be fewer cookies for monster cookies.Kevin Forsyth 17:11, 31 Mar 2005 (UTC) Interesting point! Red Racer | Talk to | Regrets 17:46, 31 Mar 2005 (UTC) On the other hand, by increasing the willingness of the consumer to purchase larger quantities of
cookies, or increasing the price at which they are willing to purchase the same amount of cookies, cookie monster's song can incentivize the food industry to devote more resources to cookie production, perhaps even making additional capital investments (e.g. in equipment or research and
development) thus creating additional economies on a scale , and in the long time, allow cookie monster to buy additional cookies on its limited budget., It would be misleading to assume the ability to regularly manufacture cookies, in the absence of government quotas or other regulations
related to the economic framework of command and control. In addition, there are options for sponsorship deals with cookie companies, similar to Michael Jordan's Gatorade sales, which can inspire monster cakes to want to be the top cookie presenter. Red Racer | Talk to | 17:57, 31 March
2005 (UTC) Indeed, I would compare the economic situation to that of soy milk. Although [soy]s are more effective at growing than cattle, soy milk is more expensive because milk, due to its status as a special item. If it were going mainstream, it would probably be cheaper than milk.
Similarly, if the popularity of cookies rose, it would actually lead to greater diversity and competition for cookie makers, leading to increased efficiency and efficiency of operations, peaking in an improved cookie industry and playing a more central role in the global economy Increasing the
prestige and importance of a monster cookie like an established avatar of this economic sector, thus satisfying his passion for closing raw power, much like members of George Orwell's 1984 inner party. Red Racer | Talk to | Regrets 17:57, 31 March 2005 (UTC) The demagogue link is just
silly. It originally appears at 02:03 30 March minor edited by Zanimum as a demagogue, which only links to demagoguery now. It seemed unnecessary and unofficial then and it still looks that way now. I plan to look into this issue in a few hours and remove this residing stupidity, unless
someone makes a convincing effort to demonstrate why it fits. Or unless someone prefers me, which is fine by me. And I seem to have forgotten to bond. Well, well. 131.7.251.200 17:38, 31 March 2005 (UTC) I was going to cut it myself, when I made the big, changing articles that seemed
to bring you all here - yes, you are my puppets, my Muppets, my Muppets. The event train has moved to change an article -&gt; click 'Save Page -&gt; point you're having a 'demagogue' link at the bottom of the page, something that is clearly knock out of order -&gt; ponder removing it, but
click on 'Demagogue' to find out if by some miracle it's relevant -&gt; read an article about demagoguery -&gt; understand that it's time to home -&gt; forget about a biscuit monster, and go home. So that's why the line goes on. I was too caught up in the chance of buying and making tea for
treatment. These aren't cookies. They're biscuits. The only reason I edited this page and the page about cookie monster itself is because someone at work bought in a mixed variety of sweets, and I jumped up and thought after we had some candy earlier in the day, and I'm still a little
hyperactive and it's a quarter of eight in the evening, Hova.-Ashley Pomeroy 19:21, March 31, 2005 (UTC) Other things starting with the letter C. I deleted the list of things that start with C. Crabcakes Cerveza Chocolate Cucumber Cup I don't think it adds to the page, and I see history as a
correction because it was added and deleted before. Unless someone can explain why such a section belongs to an article, it should not be re-added to the article. Podkayne 21:24, 20 February 2006 (UTC) h, this is a joke guy. Acaloedo - UTC 14 March 2006 (UTC) ha ha boomshanka
07:57, 19 October 2007 (UTC) C for Cookie just wondering, should we mention V for Vendetta C parody for Cookie here? Eric Sieck 00:31, 7 May 2006 (UTC) Cookie is sometimes food? Can someone please verify the claim that PBS is doing a new song about how a cookie is sometimes
food? That sounds like a prank to me. Abyss42 00:07, 25 January 2007 (UTC) I wish it was. www.usatoday.com/life/columnist/popcandy/2005-04-12-pop-candy_x.htm Lots42 (speak) 20:54, 16 April 2008 (UTC) The rationale for fair use for image:c album is for cookie.jpg Picture:C album is
for cookie.jpg used in this article. I noticed that the image page indicates that the image is being used fairly, but there is no explanation or rationale as to why its use in Wikipedia articles is fair use. In addition to the ready-made Fair Use template, you should also write a specific explanation
or rationale on the image description page as to why using this image in any article is consistent with fair use. Please go to the image description page and edit it to include a fair usage rationale. If there is other media for fair use, consider checking that you have specified the rationale for
fair use of the other images used on this page. Note that any fair-use images uploaded after May 4, 2006, and lack such an explanation, will be deleted a week after uploading, as described in the Quick Delete Criteria. If you have questions, ask them on the Media Copyright Questions page.
Thank you. BetacommandBot 19:08, 31 May 2007 (UTC) looks like BetacommandBot did dropped it. Unfortunately since the fair use for album covers is quite trivial - we need a 'bot that cleans up after BCB in the album department., I think. In this case the picture disappeared and I did the
photo cleanup. Monster lawless 19:32, 19 September 2007 (UTC) Merge needed in this article seems to have double in C Is for Cookie. --jwandersTalk 08:49, 4 June 2008 (UTC) It was my fault - I moved the page to the current misstation, but I kept editing the old... Everything is fixed now,
the duplicate is now redirection. Wongm (Call) 12:30 PM, 4 June 2008 (UTC) K is for Kompressor should be a mention of the song Kompressor, K is for Kompressor which is derived from this song?--Jeffro77 (speak) 14:11, 2 October 2008 (UTC) deleted a statement from the opening I
deleted the following statement that was marked as unsourced more than 3 years ago: the original version of the song is now difficult to order; The words C is for cookie, and cookie is for me updated to C is for cookie, that's good enough for me. I've never heard any version of C is for Cokey
that has these irrational words, and I've heard all her original recordings. A more recent politically correct version may have changed the words, but again I couldn't find anything to support that either. 68.146.81.123 (Call) 14:14, 25 Jul 2010 (UTC) External Different hello friend Wikipedians, I
have only modified one external link on C is for Cookie. Please check my edit. If you have questions, or if you need the bot to ignore the links, or the page altogether, visit these simple FAQs for more information. I made the following changes: I
//www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/1112985326449_58/?hub=Health after you finish reviewing my changes, you can follow the instructions in the template below to troubleshoot any problems with the URL. As of February 2018, the changed external links speech page
sections are no longer created or monitored by InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required regarding these messages on a conversation page, other than standard authentication using the archive tool instructions below. Authors have permission to delete these conversation page
sections of changed external links if they want to remove the clutter on conversation pages, but check the RfC before performing a mass systematic removal. This message is dynamically updated using the {{sourcecheck}} template (last updated: July 15, 2018). If you have found URLs that
were mistakenly thought dead by bot, you can report them with this tool. If you find an error in the archives or the URL themselves, you can fix them by using this tool. Cheers.—InternetArchiveBot (Bug Report) 8:18 PM, December 30, 2017 (UTC) retrieved from
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